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March 6,19:-,7 

Dear Mr. .ieisberg, 

I received your letter last Friday, and 
I was actually surprised at your quick response. 
Reali7inE that you ere working on 
I did not expect an ansier for a while.I'm Glad 
to hear that you're still going ahead wilitt the 
work on .HITX-J4T,H III;by the way, are you going to 

include any material on Garrison in it/ lqe are 
saving all the articles on him , and plan to do 
a lot of extra work on our paper about him and 
his findings.The Friday"Times" had something about 

the foreign concern and I believe that they are 

beginning to pay attention to this whole matter! 
I have read both Chapter "ll'of "I", and 

Chapter 7 of "ii" and have just re-read them; your 
ideas and feelings are ,to say the least,well 
founded: I think Mr.Garrison must have read them 

very closely also. 
Glad to hear that you made out all right 

on your trip up here, and am also ama-ed that you 
Eot back on schedule. 

About the z'.rchives, I'm so glad that you 
warned me about the paper approval, as I did not 
know that one needed them. It was terribly nice 
of you to suLgest meeting me ere and,of course, 

you would have to let me know when :ral could make 
it. I will be completely free from March 16 to 
March 30, an,a from kay 6 to i,ay 28. In between 
those dates, Iwould have to notify you as to when 
I could meet you. 

tha.1k you for taking time out 
to ,:rite me; it is very considerate of you, taking 
into accoullt all that you have to do,9.nd what you 
wantto do.-Lwould like to meet you and discuss a few 
things. with you. So far, no response has been as 
rewarding  as that with you; interest has been 
sparked up here.(i4ote enclosed school weekly.) 
ion Llare is in the project , and he is helping 
with alot of research on ME CO1iM1SION.  

I hope to see you in "ashington sometime. 
The best of LUCK 0,1 .iiITaLi.SH II 



March 9, 1967 

Mr. William W. Jeanes, Jr. 
Pomfret School 
Pomfret, Connecticut 06258 

Dear Mr. Jsanaa: 

Thanks, but I am too far past too many deadlines. I 

will not have time before May. 

Sincerely, 

aarold —sisbers3 
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SEMI NARS 
WHO KILLED JFK 
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! From here pn 
tin the Voice, you ! 
:will find a ques- * 
*tionnaire attached 
Ito the beck of 	 Without annearing 
:each issue. If you * too critical, I would 
:hey* something to : like to comment on 

freely, nleese fill : the senior seminar 
:It out and place 	nrogram. I think that 

t in the box/pro- : the nrogrem has been 
*vided in the/0nm- : almost totally taken 
!non room end in 	: out of the senior's 
*the breeze-wry. 	: hands. It seemed to 
: The first ques- : me that when the nro-
:tion concerns Viet- : gram wee nronosed 
*ism end the best 	I last spring: the sem- 
!answers will be 	triers were sunnosed 
*renrinted in that : to be selected by the 
lissue. : students. However, 

the senior class was 
confronted with a collection of snecielized 
seminars, based on the faculty's interests. 
Of these seminars, the students were asked 
to chose three, and indicate any other in-
terests. It was most narrow minded of the 
committee to rule out all the extra ideas. 
I do not think that the director of stud 
ies realized that it would be extremely 
difficult to arrive at a consensus, given 
only a short time to allow the individual 
to thnk out other seminar ideas. The ones 
which were mentioned by various students 
were not brought wo for discussion. Each 
WAS curtly dismissed because at most two 
students voiced an interest. I think that 
there would have been many neonle interest-
ed in these student initiated seminars, 
had the form been given a chance to dis-
cuss them. I wonder how many students 
would have had the idea to conduct a sem-
inar denling with satire in, Alice in Won-
sieriend. Realizing that there is little or 
nothing that can be done about the nrogram 
this year, (because the faculty have al-
ready started to prepare for their semi-
nars), I would like to offer the follow-
suggestions for next years class. 

In order to make the seminar nroarem 
AS meaningful as nossible in the future, 
the seminars should be selected by the 
students. The only nreliminaries that need 
be handled by the faculty is the compil-
ing of a list of the faculty who would be 
willing to take a seminar. Then the stu-
dents would divide into discussion grouns 
with the interested faculty, and discuss 
tonics. To make the numbers workable, 

(continued on nage 2) 

You may be upset by the turmoil which 
is nresently occuring over the assassin-
ation of President Kennedy. You may won-
der what is turning the attention of many 
neonle back to so sordid an event. Why is 
all the almost obscene sneculation taking 
niece now, more than three years ago? One 
need only examine the official answer, 
The Warren Reports  with a little care. 
The Report is an unweilding statement, 888 
pages long, and it was accented by the 
American neonle virtually unread. News-
-woers and magazines found its "Summary 
and Conclusions" section sufficient and 
quickly informed America that the truth 
WAS the same as had been indicated from 
the day of the assassination. Therefore, 
one needn't worry, a crummy little guy 
named Oswald had shot the President, the 
country was not in danger, everyone could 
settle down and watch the US continue to 
nrosner under new management. However, an 
examination of much of the evidence, 
nublished by the Warren Commission (called 
WC after this) in 26 volumes, has revealed 
that the WC never set out to solve the 
murder, but only to incriminate Oeeald as 
well as nossible. 

The brutal fact is that if you accent 
the WC's conclusion that Oswald was the 
lone assassin, you must accent everyone 
of these simplified assumptions: Fact 1: 
Three empty cartridges were found on the 
sixth floor of the Book Depository. WC 
Assumption 1: There were three shots fired. 
Feet 2: President Kennedy had wounds in the 
back, throat and head. Governor Connally 
had wounds in the back, chest, wrist, and 
thigh. Fact 3: One bullet hit the street. 

ILLAtuardaan2: Two bullets did all the 
damage. Fact 4:  One bullet hit the Pres-
ident in the head and shattered. WC Assum-
ption 3: One bullet nenetrated the Presi-
dent, went through Governor Connally's 
chest (shattering his fifth rib), his wrist, 
entered his thigh and stopped at the bone. 
Fact c: An undeformed, intact bullet fell 
off an unidentified stretcher at Parkland 
Hospital with markings showing it had been 
fired from Oswald's rifle. WC Assumption L: 
It came from Governor Connally's stretcher. 
Frectj:  There were three grains of metal on 
Governor Connally's wrist and he still has 
fragments in his chest and thigh fact 7: 

(continued on nage 2) 



Spring Seminars- cont. 
from rage 1 

humanities could form 
one group, the sciences 
the other. The seminars 
would not be dictated 
by the faculty. but de-
cided unon on the basis 
of interest. Beceuse 
these groans would be 
omen to discussion, 
more accurate cross-
sectior could be achie-
ved. Then the nolished 
seminar tonics would be 
submitted TO THE FAC-
ULTY, who would decide 

who.(of the eligible teachers) would take 
which seminar. 

The idea behind a seminar is that it 
should be a discussion group. Since it is 
A discussion gratin, the teachers would not 
have to nrenare a greet deal of material 
ahead of time. They would simply read al-
ong, and draw unon their greeter back-
ground and exnerience to monitor the 
group. I realize that there is a diffi-
culty with those science seminars which 
have to establish a base from which to 
work. Thus they would be subject to change 
in scone by the instructor to fit the 
short time neriod and at the same time be 
meaningful. For examrle, a seminar in mar-
ine biology would take a certain amount of 
nrenerstion on the nPrt of the teacher. 
However, I don't think a seminar analyz-
ing the difference in style between 
Steinbeck's and Zola's social reform nov-
els would require little if any nrenar-
Ption by the monitor. 

The value of the seminar program can 
not be over emphasized. In a neriod when 
A senior's normal academic drive is %Tan-
ning; it is an extra burden for both the 
teacher and the student to continue against 
a force known as snring fever. It is, how-
ever, a time when the student's intell-
ectusi curiosity might be aroused by Et 

certain subject, and a seminar offers a 
nerfect way to satisfy this curiosity, 
while maintaining a low nressure annrosch. 

... Themes R. Downing 

MAN IS RATIONAL 

In the February 23rd issue of the 
	 we vere treated to an entertain- 
ing little article by Steve Marina en-
titled "Flan-A Beast". Steve states that 
man 'loots, rapes, end destroys for no 
nurnose rat all," However, we must remem- 

(continued on page 3) 

Assassination and Warren Commission- cont. 
from Page 1 

Governor Connally's testimony: "We-had 
just made the turn, well, when I heard 
what I thought was a shot... I instinc-
tively turned to my right...failing to 
see him(JFK), I was turning to look 
back over my left shoulder into the back 
seat, but I never got that far... then 
I felt like someone had hit me in the 
back." 7ect 8: Test conducted for the 
WC to nrove a bullet might nass through, 
using gelatin blocks and a goat's car-
case, indicated it was possible, but all 
test bullets were deformed WC AssImpe 
tion 5: The single bullet that did all 
the damage and the stretcher bullet 
0399) are one and the same WC czaajau-
im: Lee H. Oswald, lone assassin, fired 
one bullet which caused all seven of the 
non-fatal wounds to the President and 
Governor Connelly. This bullet was later 
recovered in an undeformed state and had 
lost no metal. 

No matter how implausible. the WC 
found this was the only explanation which 
would allow one assassin. Unfortunately, 
this theory puts the WC in disazreeeent 
with their two main sources of informat-
ion, the FBI and Secret Service. The FBI 
rerorted that two shots hit the President 
and soother hit Governor Connally. The 
Secret Service agreed. The agencies had 
two men each at the autopsy of the Pres-
ident to observe where the wounds had 
occurred. All four men had never seen or 
even heard talk about a hole in the back 
of the neck. Instead they viewed and heard 
the doctors conclude that there was a 
bullet hole in the President's back, 6 
inches below the shoulder and one finger 
length deep! This wound, described in 
exactly this way, was reported in Time  
magazine and in the New York Times. (Dee. 
18, 1963). However, after conferring 
with WC attorneys, the doctor in charge 
of the autopsy announced the wound in 
the back of the neck. All photos end X-
rays of the autoosy were classified imm-
ediately. The doctor revealed at a WC 
hearing that he had burned his original 
notes. He gave no reason. 

The WC flagrantly, nerhaos even crimin-
ally, selected only evidence that was in 
favor of its theory, heavily relied on 
witnesses who had lied to the WC prev-
iously but later agreed (Such as Oswald's 
wife,who had lied to enter the U.S. and 
was told to help or face deportation) 
and generally refusing to investigate 
any area that did not seem to help the 
case against Oswald. Let me cite one spec- 

(continued on page 3) 

PV 
Steve Marinis 
Joe Chamberlin 
Corbin Eissler 
Nick Deichmann 
Dwight Griswold 
Jeff Onnenheim 
Gillis Frost 
John Charney 
Andy Sereyskv 
John-Moleughlin 
Mr. G. Campbell 

Printed by members 
of the sixth form. 
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IN THE PARE 	 Poetry by Be11 Russell 

Old men sit bent over checkerboards in the park. 
Sidewalks all around are chalked with hopscotch squares and other markings 

left from children's any. 	- 
Solitaires and amusing games for two or more are being played out everywhere 

you look. 
And in the center of the nark, the cracked statue oantomimes immorality. 
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McLoughlin On Man- cont. from nage 2 

ber that man is an aetmel which'is held cap-
tive by strong social taboos and rules which 
must be followed, if the gregarious human 
society is to exist. No matter how civil-
ized man may be, he is still an animal, and 
as such, is susceptible to animal behavior 
which is not taken into account by our 'ewe. 
Animals 

 
are essentially self-centered: ANY-

THING one does is intended, ultimately, to 
better his own situation. Thus, when a fish 
eagle relieves an osnrey of his trey, or 
man relieves another man of his nrey ("nron-
erty", we call it), it is all in the cause 
of self-betterment: the same cPuse, on a 
microcosmic scale, which Steve sneaks of 
PS "bettering ell humanity". A man "loots" 
for the betterment of his own or his im-
mediate society's situation. When a men 
rPnea, he is simply doing what is comma,-
1.y accented by his anthropoid relatives. 
The term "cane" is an exnression of a 
breach of law governing Proeerty, an arti-
ficial nrotection fnr unattached females 
who wish to retain ultimate attractiveness, 
or a erotection of the nronerty of the male 
human (his wife). When man destroys, he 
does so to eliminate comnetition for some 
end, and thus create more security for him-
self and his immediate community. Lan-
guege with the human being is used, as 
Steve says, to "nrotect himself". This 
method of communicetien serves to coordin-
ate P society against danger due to nred-
Ptors or sensrption. Language is used to 
attack only when the security of the sneak-
er is threatened. 

Thus we come to Steve's question: "Is 
man a rational creature?" The answer is 
yes, if we are to relate ourselves as hu-
mans realistically to the other animals we 
share our existence with. The answer is 
no only if we assume that the restrictions 
man has nlaced unon himself are "rational". 
Steve is trying to imply that it is irra-
tional for man to behave as bestially as 
the article would have us believe. If Steve 
himself is not an animal, let us oboe him 
on a nedestal as a unique biological snec-
imen. 

...John McLoughlin 

FAUNA ENTERPRISES 

Last snring. A close friend and I decided 
to imnort:Verious exotic rentiles and amph-
ibians on a world-wide scale. Hence the for-
mation of the Fauna Enterprises, directed 
by tvo teenagers motivated by both scienti-
fic end- Monetery eurposes. After nrocuring 
several licenses, nenore, and nerentAl ner-
missien, we acquired the International 
Fauna Index for $100 from a private con-
cern in Britain. This inconsnicuoue,volume 
contains the name and addresses of every 
renutPble imnort and extort dealer of ani-
mals throughout the world. We then nroceeded 

- (continued on nags 4) 

Assassination and Warren Commission- cont. 
from nage 2 

ific example out of the many cases of WC 
misreeresentation. (From ateleieL Meett)"011e 
employee, Jack Dougherty, believed that he 
saw Oswald coming to work, but he does not 
remember Oswald had anything in his hands 
as he entered the door. No other employee 
has been found who saw Oswald enter that 
morning." However, Mr. Dougherty was not 
as vague as the WC would have you believe. 
Here are two quotes from his actual tes-
timony: Q: "Did you see Oswald ceme to work 
that morning?" A: "Yes-when he first came 
in the door." Q: 	other words you would 
say positively he had nothing in his hands7" 
A:"I would say that-yes, sir." The WC, 
however, needed to trove he was carrying a 
heavy, awkward bag 38 inches long. It then 
concludes that Oswald carried the rifle to 
work that morning despite the fact that not 
one witness saw anything of the 	At 
the least, the WC acted solely as erosecu-
tors. LInfortunetly there are so many weak 
eoints in their case, that a good defense 
attorney could have a field day riening it 
snort. Mark lane does just that in his 
book, Rush to Judgement,  lecteres and TV 
debates. Another nrominent critic, Harold 
Weisberg, has just completed his third book 
deploring the WC end its methods. His pas-
sionate argements in Whiteeeeh I.  a, and 
III reveal a knowledge of the evidence and 
the facts of the assassination which is 
nrobebly unexcelled by anyone alive. 

The WC clearly had two purposes. One 
was to investigate the assassination and 
discover who did it, just as imnortant, it 
was supposed to quiet the country and dis-
credit the ideas of a consniracy being Pro-
duced here and in Enron. Now don't be-
lieve the ''big-name" members of the WC ac-
tually wrote Tealemeret. Only a few of 
them' even attended a majority of the hear-
ings' The 'Report  eels very hastily written 
(they set and passed three deadlines) by a 
few Commission lawyers. The "big-names" 
were so besy with their normal tasks that 
they did very little. At the end they did 
have an arguement and decided the evidence 
incriminating Oswald was not "compelling-I-- 
but rather "persuPsive." 

The WC left a great many questions un-
answered. Why did 2/3 of the witnesses 
(including a majority of the neoele in the 
Book Depository itself) think the shots 
had come from the Grassy Knoll, e noint in 
tzzat of the motorcade? Why did almost the 
entire Danes Police Dent. conereeete there 
first? Why did a Police car drive Ian to 
Oswald's rooming house soon sitar-  lle arrived 
(1 PM), hank its horn twice, and 1eave? 
Why did the Dallas ?elide have an importent 
witness sign an affidavit stating Oswald 
was numbere"2 - before be had even seen the 
lineup? In short; who killed President 
Kennedy? (Hint: watch D.A.Garrison in New 
Orleans.) 	,euel ei l  I ed.- Joel 
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to have a letter head erinted, and labor-
iously timed letters to various concerns 
listed in the Index. ladies name frohlSout 
America and we resolved to import a Pilot 
shinment from Columbia. The cost of ren-
tiles Alone amounted to only $50, but with 
freight (900 ner pound), custom charges, 
bribes and telegrams, the total cost an-' 
eroeched $100. The conseignment arrived 
erome+ly ten days later, and the contents 
were all rapidly dispersed to customers at 
a "fair" margin of Profit. We were hooked. 

With visions of great wealth, we anxious-
ly awaited replies from other countries. 
Within a week, we-heard from South Africa, 
Thailand, Brezil, Ethiopia, end Australia. 
We decided to make our next shinment from 
Thailand, because few other dealers cor-
resnond with them. Our greatest obstacle 
wee freight cost, a phenomenal $6 ner Kilo, 
but nevertheless; we skenticelly filed our 
order. Upon its arrival a week later, the 
conseignment weighed 21 riles, and all the 
snecimene were "erfect. From the Fauna 
Entererises Acclimatization Comnound, (my 
nertner's annertment), we distributed the 
seecimens we did not wish to keen, And the 
Fauna Enternrises emerged as a successful 
business. 

Price lists kent Pouring in and we were 
deluged with orders from avid collectors, 
until the airline strike loomed before us. 
?An American Airlines courteously informed 
us that they were unable to eceonc:lete our 
shinments -any longer because human cargo 
Was now deemed more important. Undaunted 
we formulated our next few orders careful-
ly. and then apprehensively honed for an 
early settlement. Unfortunetly, it termin-
ated So late in the summer that we were 
forced to cancel our orders. as the threat 
of stool was, ominously approaching. 

Since Sentember. we have received fauna 
from Pakistan. India. South Africe, And 
Columbia. although in minute quantities. 
Our aim has been to acquire only rare and 
unusual snetimens, even though risking a 
chance of loss. I think we have achieved 
Our original goal, which was to enlarge 
our own 'rivete collections, besides pro-
viding cenitel for our other interests. 

The greatest single factor hindering 
our venture has been our age. Many neonle 
have been shocked to meet the co-directors 
of Fauna Enterprises, and rightfully -to, 
As a matter of fact, we have been black 
listed in carts of South America for this 
reason. My eartner recently returned from 
a collecting excedition in the West Indies. 
and stopped off in Florida to visit one 
of our suppliers. Jose Sanchez, director of 

. Animal Imnorts, was so taken 
aback by my nartner's age, that he told 
all his business acquaintances in South 
America. We know plan to engage only in 
limited transactions with South Americe,as 
many firms Seem to ignore our requests. 

(continued on next column)  
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Fauna Enterprises recently acquired a 
new nertner, who is dedicated to the study 
of herpetology, and also owns a car. Al-
though we have no Plans for future expan-
sion, we do hope to maintain this venture 
as long as possible. It has been a most 
interestingLexperience for me, and a re-
vealing encounter with modern cacitalism. 

—Charlie Miller 

TOWARDS LOVE 
How can our nresent society evolve 

into one in which each individual can 
realize his full notential as a human 
being? Man in general has not as yet real-
ized his full canacity and most individ-
uals only fulfill a limited amount of their 
notential caeabilities. Imagine, however, 
a world where everyone sees each individual 
as the most amazing, wondrous, and beautif-
ul of ell realities. In. this ideal" world, 
O RA dignity and worth of the human being 
Would be recognized by all, so that there 
would be no actions taken by any individu-
ate which would degrade or devalue any- 
one. Ne do not live in an ideal world, we 
live in a real one. However, the potential 
for a transformation of the real into the 
ideal always exists. and men must always 
strive to effect this transformation, des-
nite +.1.1e ennarent'imnossibility of this 
attempt, because man's imperfect nature 
exists only to make it possible for him to 
strive towards eerfection. Evil must exist, 
then. so as to enable us to recognize good. 
There is. however, no absolute morality. 
Every situation has its awn nerticular mor-
al imelications. The only general rule we 
can formulate is that immorality would be 
denying the worth and dignity of the human 
being by regarding the individual as an obj 
-ect rather than as a human being. Despite 
all of man's technological Progress, his 
social progress has been very limited.He 
still remains virtually an emotional infant 
who hes.yet to recognize the importance of 
love rs a unifying social-agent and as a 
basic nre-requisite to any social nrogress. 
Man must come to recognize this, then, and 
to recognize continuous involvement and 
social reseonsibility as facts of life. Man 
is now opneble of having sexual relations 
without fear of unwanted children. If in 
this man avoids his social resnonsibilities 
and sees his sexual nartner as an object. 
and not as a human being, he will be deny-
ing the dignity and worth of his own nature. 
There must be a love requirement prior to 
or concomitant with such relations. In this 
and in other areas of life, so long as man 
maintains a wide variety of ways in which 
to satisfy himself And avoid frustrations, 
he will not feel the need for any immoral 
actions. or any aggressive behavior. -Man 
has the oaeacity to love many individuals 
in a lifetime. Today this is more than a 
caeacity--it's a responsibility. 

...John Charnay 
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